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On the determination of an orthogonal transformation 
Torsten Stri~m and Per Svensson (*) 
ABSTRACT 
Let A and B be n x m-matr ices  wi th  m ~ n. An iterative a lgor i thm for the determinat ion  o f  
the orthogonal  P minimiz ing IIPA-B l l  2 is suggested and analyzed.  Convergence is proved 
under natural  assumptions.  F 
O. INTRODUCTION 
Let A and B be given n x m-matrices with m ~ n. 
We wish to determine an orthogonal n x n-matrix P 
that I IPA- B II 2 is minimized over all ortho- such 
gonal// : s. Here II. II F denotes the Frobenius norm 
2 = ZZ laijl 2 . i. e. IIAII F 
Our interest in this problem arised from an applica- 
tion in which the special case n = 2 occurs. Al- 
though this case is mathematically almost trivial, 
the physical background at least illustrates the geo- 
metrical nature of the problem, and might suggest 
practical generalizations to some readers. 
Consider the problem of determining with high 
precision and reasonable productivity the coordinates 
of certain points in a set of photographic pictures, 
as measured in a camera-fixed cartesian coordinate 
system. In the present case, this problem was 
handled as fonows : a set of pointed markers were 
arranged on the picture frame of the camera, so 
that they left weU-de£med imprints on the photo- 
graphs. The picture points, including the marker im- 
prints, were then measured in a digitizer. Also, a 
calibration picture was taken in which the marker 
imprints were measured in the camera-flxed system, 
a considerably slower procedure than a digitizer 
measurement. In this way the problem was reduced 
to the problem of finding, for each picture, that 
two-dimensional transformation which projected 
the camera-fLxed marker coordinates onto the cor- 
responding digitizer coordinates, and then applying 
the inverse of this transformation to the digitizer 
measurements of the picture points, to obtain their 
coordinates in the camera-fzxed system. Since both 
systems are orthogonal and equi-scaled, the trans- 
formation consists of a translation, a scalar scale 
change and a rotation. By approximating the scale 
factor by the ratio of the sum of a set of vector 
lengths, and the translation by the difference between 
the appropriately scaled "points of gravity" in the 
two systems, the remaining pure rotation can be 
estimated by minimizing IIPA-B[[ F over all ortho- 
normal P : s. 
The Frobenius norm was chosen since A and B are 
assumed to have independent s atistical errors. In 
three dimensions it is of course possible to express 
P explicitly in the Euler angles and to use an ordinary 
non-linear least squares technique to obtain these 
angles, 
This idea could be generalized but we will outline 
a technique which is applicable in any number of 
dimensions without such a description of P. 
Subsequently, we will make the following assump- 
tions : Let A and B be real, n by m matrices with 
m ~ n. Let rank (A) = n. 
a_i T , b_i T and pi T be the rows of A, B and P. Let 
Then 
min II PA- B II 2 F = re.in II A T pT _ B T II 2 _- 
n AT 2 
= rain ~ II P i -b i l l  (0.1) 
T i=1 - - 2 
pj =  sij 
For the purpose of ]ater analysis we first look at the 
exact minimization conditions. 
To this end we QR-factorize A T, k e. we write ATas 
a product of an orthonormal m by m matrix Q (L e., 
QTQ = I), and a matrix composed of an upper 
rectangular n by n matrix R, juxtaposed on an 
(m-n) by n matrix of zeroes. 
A T = QR 
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Let c i = QT bi" Then 
2 ii c_]ll 2 HAT -Px -bi1122 = IIR -Pi - c ill 2 = 2 
t 2 
+ II R P-i - c i  112. 
C p. 
--1 
where c i = ( ,, ) and c~ is n x 1. Hence we arrive at 
C.  
--1 
the minimization problem 
B L i ,.T 
- -=2R 
a_p i 
and for j 4= i
aL i 
a = xij-~i 
ej 
Hence 
aL _ Z ~Li 
ap__ k Op k 
-P i -2~Tc i  + 
n 
Ig 
j = 1 Xij P_P_j + 2)tiiP 
jq=i 
(1.3 
- i~k  )tik Pi + 2 ~T ~ P-k- 2 ELk  
n ° 2 
min F(P) = min Z IlK Pi - cill2 (0.2) 
T i=1  - 
-PiP-j =r i j  
We subsequently drop the prime on the c i : s. Also 
note that the assumption that A has rank n implies 
that R is nonsingular. The introduction of R. is done 
mostly for convenience akhough it will save some 
computational work as well. 
1. KUHN-TUCKER CONDITIONS 
The problem (0.2) may be treated with Lagrange 
multipliers. Let )tT = ()til "'" )tin) and put 
Li(X_ i) =fiR Pi-cil122 + ~ Xij(P T__Pj- ~ij) 
- j = l  - 
(1 .1)  
Then our Lagrange-function is 
n 
LCA)= Z L i(x_i ) (1.2) 
i=1 
where A = ()tij)" 
Furthermore 
T ~T T gT c-i + ilci1122 Li(X---i) =Pi P--i - 2 Pi 
+ £ )tki-Pi +2 P--k i4=k )tkk 
Thus the conditions for a stationary point become 
n 
~T Ck = ~T g P--k + Z (1.4) j= l  #kj P--j 
where #ii = )tii and #ij = 0kij + )tji) / 2. 
Note the symmetry of the/.tij : s. We introduce the 
residual Lk = C-k - ~ P--k" 
Then (1.4) finally reads 
~T_r k = I; 
j=  1 /akj P--J (1.5) 
gkj =/~jk 
As a consequence of orthogonality the/~ki of (1.5) 
may be written as 
/aki = E :  ~T  Lk 
The symmetry of the gki  implies 
Lemma 1.1 : The minimizing orthogonal transforma- 
tion must satisfy 
Pi ~T Lk = P--k ~T r. (1.6) 
+ ~ )tij (pT___pj_ 6ij) 
j= l  - 
Let p?  = (Pil . . . . .  Pin) and let 
aL i 
denote the 
ap_ k 
for all i and k. 
~L i aL i T 
gradient ( ~ . . . .  , a ) . Then 
Pkl Pkn 
Lemma 1.2  : Any orthogonal transformation satisfy- 
ing (1.6) is a solution of the Kuhn-Tucker equations 
(1.5). 
Proof : Since the columns P--i of pT form an ortho- 
gonal basis in R n there exist constants aij such that 
n 
~Trk  = ~; pj (1.7) j = l°tkj 
where ak j  = p__T gT  Lk" If akj  = ~k  for all j and 
k then (1.7) contains a solution of (1.5). Q.E.D. 
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We have not found any proof or counterexample of 
whether there exist other solutions to (1.5) than 
the extrema. Also conditions for uniqueness of the 
minimum are not known to us. 
We discuss this somewhat in section 4. 
2. INITIAL APPROXIMATION 
If (0.2) is consistent i. e. the residuals Lk =Ck - RP_k 
may be made small under orthogonality constraints 
then it seems appropriate to determine the P_k : s 
one by one without regard to orthogonality. This 
leads to a set of n linear least-squares problems with 
the same coefficient matrix. The resulting matrix P 
may then be orthogonalized using Householder trans- 
formations or a modified Gram Schmidt technique. 
The matrix p(0) thus obtained would probably be a 
good initial approximation. In order to make P al- 
most orthogonal one may use the following simple 
lemma, the proof of which we omit 
Lemma 2.1 : Let a and b_b - be given vectors and let 
= kb  where ), = II a_ 112 / l[ b II 2" Then 
II b - a II 
2 2 2 
= IIb-~'ll + I Ig ' -a  II 
2 2 2 
2 
I I~'-al l  l lb -~' l l  
- -2  2 + 
ll_a 112 
2 
Our problem (0.1) reads min IIPA-BII F 
pTp=I  
Introducing the columns of A and B as_~, b_~ 
problem (0.1) may be written as rain Z II_r~ [l~ 
wherer~ = Pa~ - b~.  If, however, an orthogonal 
* 2 P exists that makes Y. ll_r k II 2 small then we must 
* * ~ I  * have llP_%ll 2 ~. ilb~il 2 i.e. 11_%112 ,Ibkll 2. 
Let ~ be defined from b~ as in lemma 2.1 and let 
B" denote the matrix with columns_~k*. Lemma 2.1 
shows that if H B-B" II 2 F is small rehtive to II AII 2 
and the problem PA ~ B" is consistent then 
transformation existed between A and B" k would 
also automatically be orthogonal. 
An alternative to this approach is described in [1], 
where a method for determining an orthogonal "best 
approximation" to a given matrix is given. 
3. ITERATIVE REFINEMENT 
Assume that we have found an orthogonal, approxim- 
ate, solution P of (0.2). We propose to modify P into 
P' by plane rotations in two-dimensional subspaces 
spanned by the rows of P. Let P--i and P-'-I be the basis 
in such a plane. Define a new set p~ , i l  by 
[ os0  m01 
(Pi '  P-j) = (-Pi' P-j) L_sin 0 cos0J 
Let H denote the matrix (Pi '  P-j)" 
This rotation affects only the residualss_ i andr. j mapping 
I I them into r i and r j , .  We choose $ so as to minimize 
fij(O) = IL~l122 + I{r_]1122 
_ Ir (sin0, cos 0) Let s T (0) = (cos 0, -s in0).  Then sT(0 -~- - )= 
Furthermore l t G = (~ffI) T ~H = (gij) and put 
2 2. 
7 k = Ilc_kll Then 
2 
ll_r' i 112 = llc_ i - RH s (O) II 
2 
II r_'j ]122 = II c_j- gH s_ (0- ~--) II 2 
Expanding (3.1) we get 
fij (0) = sT(0) Gs (0) - 2cT (~H)s (0) +3'? 
(3.1) 
Ir _It Ir 2 +sT(0  - -~)Gs(0 ~-) -2cT(RH)s (O-~- )+T j  
Let /¢ ij = 2 c_. T R p_j. Then we finally get 
fij (0) = g l l  + g22 + 7? + 7? 
min IIPA - B I] F m min HPA -B H- lIB -BH 
The problem PA ~. ~ solved without regard to 
orthogonality (as a series of least squares problems 
described earlier) has a better chance of producing 
an almost orthogonal P than the original problem 
because the necessary and sufficient conditions for 
orthogonality I[ Pai [[2 = [[ ai  [[ 2 have been imposed 
on the problem. This implies that if an exact linear 
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- (K ii + gjj) cos O + (gij - gji) sin # 
(3.2) 
Minimization of (3.2) leads to the following conditions 
for 0 
s in0= g J i -  gij  
sij 
cos # = Kii + gjj (3.3) 
(3.3) sij 
sij = X/~gii + gjj) 2 + (gij - gj i )2 
where we assume that sij 4= 0 as otherwise fij(0) 
is independent of 0. Hence . 
F (P) - F(P') = fij (0) - fij (0) = sij (1 - cos 0 7 
(3.4) 
where 0 and sij are taken from (3.3). Thus F(P) may 
be decreased if, for some i and j, Kij 4= gji. However, 
this condition is fulfilled as long as our P is not a 
solution of the Kuhn-Tucker equations as our next 
lemma shows. 
Lemma 3.1 : Kij = Kji if and only if P solves the 
4. CONVERGENCE 
Although we strongly believe that the pro~em (0.2) 
has finitely many solutions, at least when R is non- 
singular, (and perhaps even a unique minimum in this 
case) we have not been able to prove it. However, if 
this holds then our sequence {p(k) } is in fact con- 
vergent under general conditions as we show in the 
next theorems. We assume throughout this section 
that our sequence {p(k) } is generated as in lemma 3.2. 
Theorem 4.1 : Assume that the problem (0.2) has 
finitely many solutions. Then any sequence {p(k) } 
Kuhn-Tucker equations (1.5). with p(k+l )  _ p(k) _~ 0 is convergent and 
Proof: gji =2 pi T ~T £J = 2_pT ~Tr j+ p_T~T~p_i F(limp(k)) = minF(P)" 
Hence g ij = gji is equivalent to the condition 
T,-,T T 
P-i R cj =pj  RTc  i and lemma 1.2 completes 
the proof. Q.E.D. 
To avoid talking about "solutions to (1.5)" instead 
of minima we define a feasible starting matrix p(0). 
Definition 3.1 : p(07 is a feasible starting matrix ff 
i) p(0) is orthogonal ii) for any orthogonal solution 
P1 of (1.57 with F(P1) ~< F(p(0)) also 
F(P1) = min F(P) holds. 
pTp = 1 
If (1.5) has finitely many orthogonal solutions then 
such nontrivial p(0) : s obviously exist. 
Our next lemma shows that our procedure in fact 
gives min F(P) in the limit. 
Lemma 3.2 : Let p(0) be a feasible stahing matrix 
and generate {p(k)} from (3.3) so that 
F(P (k)) < F (P(k-1) 7. Then F(P (k)) ~ min F(P). 
Proof: As {p(k)} is compact we may pick a con- 
vergent subsequence p(ki) with limit Z such that 
F(Z) = inf F(p(k)). If F(Z) 4= min F(P) then Z is 
k 
not a solution of (1.5). This follows from our 
choice of P (0). But then it is possible to decrease 
F further i. e. F (Z) > inf F (p(k)) which contradicts 
the definition of Z. Hence F (Z) = min F (P). 
Q.E.D.  
We may choose our indices i and j in various ways to 
guarantee that F(p(k)) is strictly decreasing. In fact 
this holds as long as g ..4=g.. and practical schemes 
1_]1 J l  . 
may be based on searching for i and j that maximise 
the reduction or may use a sweep technique to avoid 
searches. We have not analyzed the relative merits of 
such schemes. 
Proof  : Let Z be a limit point of {p(k) }. Then 
lim F(P(k)) = rain F(P) by lemma 3.2 and F(Z)=minF(p) 
by continuity. Thus, by assumption, the set of limit 
points is finite say Z 1 ..... Z s. We proceed to show that 
s = 1. Let 8 = min [[~ -Zj[[ 2 and let 
i4=j 
B i = {PlllP - Zil[ 2 ~< 8/4) .  
Let K be chosen so large that, for k I> K, p(k) s u~ ii=1 
and that [[p(k + 1) _ p (k)[[ 2 < 8/4. Assume that for 
somek I >I K,P (kl) EB  1. Then 
ilZl _ p(kl + 1)112 ~ ilZl p(kl)ll 
- 2 
+ iip(kl)_ p (k l+ l )112< 8/2 
If p(kl + 1) were in B i for some i 4= 1 then 
[IZ 1 - P (kl +1)112 i> 5/2 would hold. Hence 
p(kl + 1) ~ B1 and by induction p(k) E B 1 for 
k i> k 1. This concludes our proof. Q.E.D.  
Our final two theorems establish conditions for 
p(k + 1) _ p(k) -~ 0 to hold. Let p(k + 1) = p(k) y(k) 
where T (k) is a plane rotation matrix based on the 
angle 0 (k) determined by (3.3 7 and indices ik and Jk" 
s (k). . denotes the corresponding square root in (3.3). 
lkJk 
Theorem 4.2 : P(k+l ) -p (k ) -+0 f fand only if 
( r  (v (k ) )  _ r (v(k+ 1)))/s.(k) -+ 0. 
lkJ k 
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proof : l ip(k+ 1) _ p(k)H2 2 = III-r(k)l122 
= max. eigenvalue of ( I -T(k))T( I -T (k)) 
= 2 (1 - cos 0 (k)) = 2 (F (P (k)) 
-F (p (k+l ) ) ) / s !k !  by (3.4) Q.E.D. 
tkJk 
Corollary : If there exist constants K and 8 such 
that, for k > K, s! k) I> ~ > 0 then p(k + 1)_ p(k)_, 0 
lkJk 
The assumption i  this corollary is not particularly 
artificial. In fact it holds if a consistency condition 
is satisfied. 
Theorem 4.3 : Assume that for some fLxed e > 0 
the residuals {r m } computed at any minimum 
satisfy 
Ilr~ 1122 + IIr; 1122 ~< II c__ i 1122 + [[cj 1122 + 2~ +e 
for all i and j where h > 0 is the minimal eigenvalue 
of ~T ~. Assume that the number of minimum 
points is finite. Then for some K sufficiently large, 
s (k). . >e/2ho lds  fork~>K. 
tkJk 
Proof  : (3.1) implies that sij > g ii + gjj" However, 
ttii =2cT  ~ Pi =IIR P'ill2  + II£ill~-IILill2  
T 
where Li = ci - g P--i and II R Pill ~ =---Pi gT  g_pi 
I> h. Our procedure will result in [ILill 2 -~ Ilr*ll 2" 
Strictly speaking we should regard all possible sub- 
sequences of p(k). However, as in the proof of 
theorem 4.1 the number of limit points is finite 
and hence a finite number of subsequences could be re- 
garded each satisfvin~ r. -+ r .* where L* is a residual of 
c~ - -1  - -1  
the relevant minimum point. Hence for K sufficient- 
ly large and k >t K the assumptions imply that 
g!k)_- kikl  + tt! k). >e/2  which concludes our  proof. 
Jk Jk 
Q.E.D.  
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